
The brightest LED 
laryngoscope handle
Over 6X brighter than handles 
using halogen technology.
Fits most fiber optic laryngoscope 
blades on the market. 
Enhanced viewing ability for 
difficult intubations.



The GreenStar™ laryngoscope handle
provides the following benefits:

 Longer battery run time. Over 20 hours of operation (4,000 - 5,000 intubations!) 
from one pair of alkaline batteries.

 Light intensity doesn’t dim as battery charge diminishes

 Save buying hundreds of lamps during the lifetime of the device

 High illumination levels extend the usable life of fiber-optic blade bundles

 High light output allows enhanced viewing ability for difficult intubations

 Handles available in “C” (Medium) size, “AA (Penlight) and Stubby

 Conforms to ISO 7376-3 standards for compatibilty with all major name 
brands of green standard fiberoptic laryngoscope blades

 Tested & certified to CSA 22. 2 No. 601,1-M & UL 60606-1 Standards

 304 stainless steel construction

 Accessories see Stellar Series™ fiber optic laryngoscope blades
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Over 6X brighter
Lasts 8X longer†

Brand X - Halogen
1” 2fc

GreenStar™

2” 14fc

*Over conventional halogen laryngoscope handles
† When comparing the useable intensity of light needed for functional performance of purpose

Long-life LED
With an average rated life of over 50,000 hours, there are no more costly 
halogen lamps to purchase.

Increased Useable Battery Life – Over 8X Longer*†

Despite the GreenStar™ laryngoscope handle being the brightest FO 
laryngoscope handle available, it uses less power than a conventional 
halogen handle. This means you get over 4000 intubations from a single 
pair of batteries, saving replacement costs and reducing hazardous waste 
in land-fill sites!

High Illumination Levels – 6X Brighter* 
This not only benefits the end-users by increasing their viewing ability,  
the high light output allows blades or bundles that would once have  
been discarded due to degraded throughput to be successfully used  
for many more procedures.

Here’s how we’ve put the Green in GreenStar™

to deliver performance and savings:

GreenStar™ Fiberoptic Handle  - 4120 Intubations

Halogen Fiberoptic Handle (Brand X) - <500 Intubations (or when output is 
50% of original intensity)

GreenStar™ laryngoscope handle performance vs other leading handle

Field of view Intensity and battery life

Both Handles were tested using 
standard Duracell Procell “C”-Cell 

batteries, rated at 1400maH



Upgrade to a brighter, lighter, superior LED 
Laryngoscope Handle for astounding performance.

The GreenStar laryngoscope family offers the ultimate value package 
in multiple ways.

 The brightest LED fiber-optic laryngoscope handle on the market – 
over 6X the illumination levels of conventional halogen systems

 Steady light output with no dimming as batteries age

 True-colour LED’s for accurate visualization

 Over 20 hours of battery life using only standard alkaline batteries

 Conforms to ISO 7376-3 Standard (green mark)

 Precisely engineered to offer perfect compatibility to other manufacturers 
products, including Welch Allyn, Heine, Storz and many others

 Surgical grade, 304 Stainless steel construction for lighter, stronger and more 
durable functionality
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orionconceptsinc.com

Manufacturer of Stellar Series™ fiber optic laryngoscope blades.
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